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@OO~~~~m~ Mailed 
Decision 88-04-026 April 1:3, 1988 I APR j 4 1988 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC OTILITIES COMMXSSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the Matter of the Application o·f 
Southern california Edison Company 
for authority to increase rates 
charqed by it for electric service. 

(Electric) cO' 3:38 E) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

-------------------------------) ) 
Order Instituting Investigation int~ ) 
the rates, charges, and practices of ) 
the Southern California Edison. ) 
Company. ) 

-------------------------------) 

Application 86-l2-047 
(Filed December 26, 1986) 

I.8-7-01-0l7 
(Filed January l4, 1987) 

(see Deci~ion 87-l2-066 for appearances.) 

OPINION HODXFYIHG DECISION 87-12-066: 
10RG:rNAL. CQST;. . 'REVRN'Q'E AT,TDC!TXQK, AND RATE PESIG:N' . 

On December 2·2,. 198:7, the commission issued' Decision 
(D.) 8:7-12-066 in this'proceeding. Among other things, the order 

, authorized. Edison to file new electric rates effective January 1,. 
1988. These rates were based on the revenue requirement, marginal 
cost, revenue· allocation, and rate design adopted in the decision •. 

Since the issuance of 0.87-l2-066, several petitions. for 
modification of that order have been filed. In this decision, the 
Commission will review and consider those petitions which addressed 
the portions of 0.87-12-066 related to· marginal cost, revenue 
allocation, and rate ~esign • 
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The petitioners include Southern California Edison 
Company (Edison), the California Large EnerCJY Consumers Association 
and the California Steel Producers Group (CLECA/CSPG), the 
Industrial Users (IU), the California Farm'Bureau Federation (Farm 
Bureau), Toward utility Rate Normalization (TURN), and Luz 
Engineering (Luz). Edison, whose requested modifications were 
contained in two petitions, also filed responses to the petitions 
ot CLECA/CSPG, IU, and Luz. 

In addition to· our consideration of the changes requested 
by the petitions, the Commission, by this decision, also- intends to 
resolve an inconsistency between D.8·7-i2-06& and D.87-05-060 issued 
in Application CA •. ) 8-2-04-044, et al., the generiC .standard offer 
proceeding. The conflict between those orders relates to the 
costing periods to be used for qualifying facilities.' 

The petitions are discussed below withintbe general 
categories of marginal. cost, revenue allocation, an~ rate design. 
This discussion will not, however, include a .review of the petition .' 
tiled by Luz.. Luz, who was not a party to, this proceeding, seeks 
clarification that Edison was not authorized· in D.87-1Z-06& to ' 
m~ify its method of calculating 'avoided capacity cost bonus 
payments to qualifying facilities. According' to Luz, Edison 
believes that this modification is required as a result of changes 
in the costing periods adopted in 0.87-12-06·6. 

In its response to Luz's' petition, Edison states that it 
is working with Luz to resolve this issue. Edison there~ore asks 
that it be given to April 15, 1988, to report the results of its 
efforts to the Commission or to respond to Luz's petition for, 
modification. absent an agreement between the parties. 

We encourage Edison.' s efforts to· find an equitable 
solution to the issue raised by Luz. We therefore grant Edison's 
request to report on its efforts by April 1$ and defer any action 
on Luz's petition until after that time. 
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Finally, we note that the California Citrus Mutual has 
written a letter expressing concern with respect to changes in 
Edison's agricultural SchedUles PA-l and PA-2 adopted in 
0.87-12-0&&. Specifically, the California citrus Mutual questions 
the consistency of Special Conc3.i tion S of PA-2· with the c3.iscussion 
of 0.87-12-066. The california Citrus Mutual also asks that the 
difference in demand levels between the PA-1 (less than 35 kW) and 
PA-2 (above 35 kW) schedules be eliminated. 

We have reviewed botn the decision and the accompanying 
tariffs a.~d find that Special condition S,of the PA-1 schedule was 
altered consistent with the request by the Citrus Growers, 
cooperative and the language of 0.87-12-066 at page 35S. 
Specifically, the Citrus Growers Cooperative, the only party making 
such a request at the t~e of hearings in this proceeding, asked 
that the off-peak credit provision of Schedule PA-1 (Special 
Condition No.5) be reworded to allow disconnecting of load,during 
su:mm.er months only •• The following'.languacje was adopted :for Special: 
Condition' No'. 5 in response to this' request: 

wThe monthly'service cbarge will be reduced by 
an off-peak credit. of $0'.50 per horsepower of 
connected load. 'CUstomers must agree to permit 
the coml?any to' install, '. at customer expense, an 
automat~c utility-controlled load disconnecting 
device desicp1ed to preyen; the'§Silrviee from 
being energized during thSil SUmnlSilr on-peak houm 
• • • • W (Emphasis added._) 

comparable language was· added toSchedule.PA-2 (Special 
Condition 10).. We find that this language provides for the relief 
requested by the Citrus Growers Cooperative and· described by the 
california citrus MUtual_ . 

If the california Citrus· MUtual believes that further 
improvement of Edison's agricultural scbedules is. requirecl" we 
eneourasethis organization to' participate in the workshops being 
held by Edison and ORA at the current t:iJ:ne. The express purpose of.' 
these workshops, orderea in D ... 87-l2-066 at page 3-64, is to< proviae',"," 
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a forum in which the reasoning behind th~ adopted agricultural rate 
desiqn can be explained and comments from ratepayers in this class 
can be solicited on possible ways to Nti~e tuneN these schedules. 
We believe that the california Citrus Mutual's comments in this 
forum would be most valuable. We note that the workshops have been 
scheduled for March 3-1, April 7, April 27, and April 28 in 
Lancaster, Visalia, Hemet, and Ventura, respectively. 
Harqinal COS 

TWo parties challenged findings in 0.87-12-066 related to
marginal and avoided enerqy costs -- Edison and TORN. Edison 
asserts that the Commission's adoption o·f ORA's NQF In/QF outN 

methodoloqy for determining the, incremental energy rate (IER) used 
in the calculation of avoided energy costs is not supported by 
·stibstantial evidence.· At the outset,. we note that such a NlegalN 

assertion would have been more appropriately raised by Edison in a 
petition for rehearing'_ In any event, however, we find that 
Edison's po,sition is without merit. 

The reasons supporting the adoption of ORA.'s methodoloqy 
and ultimately the IER- o·f 9,7750' Btu/kWh are explicitly recited at 
pag'es 206 through.209 of 0.87-J.2-066> and need not be repeated here. 
We note, however, that these, reasons included the basic fact that 
no party, other than DRA,. ,had presented IER results for the 
calculation of both marginal and avo,ided' energy costs upon. which 
this Commission could rely.. We reminc1. Edison that,' if dissatisfied 
w-ith the adopted IER, it will have a full opportunity to- litigate 
that number in the upcoming hearings in its current Energy Cost 
Adjustment Clause (ECAC) proceeding" Application CA.) SS-02-0l6 • 

. TORN's peti:ion requests the updating of marginal energy 
costs between general rate cases .. In.0.S7-l2-066, we found that 
the complete relitiqation in intervening ECAC proceedings. of 
marginal cost structure and levels adopted in the general rate ease:' 
was inappropriate. It does seem reasonable,. however,- to· consider 
marginal energy costs in ECAC proceedings,. because energy costs are 
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based on fuel costs, which the ECAC proceedings are designed to 
quantify. 

We appreciate the arguments made by TURN but will not 
require a recalculation of marginal energy costs prior to the 1989 
ECAC. The main reason is our concern that there is just not enough 
time in Edison's current 1988 ECAC to litigate'the issues that are 
likely to arise. Since we are already implementing new QF energy 
paYll1ent requir~cnts in the current ECAC, we wish to ;imit wherever 
possible the scope of other issues to be addressed. We do not 
expect marginal energy costs to change signiticantlY in the nert 
year, and it they do, we can take appropriate action. We also, hope 
to have, for 1989, a more realistic plan in place to-process. ECAC 
rate changes. With the necessary time available we can a~tend to 

" 

this issue. 
Finally, although raised byn~ party tOo this proceeding, 

the Commission wishes to- take notice ot a conflict between , -
0.87-12'-066- and D.,87-05-060 in',A.82'-04-044, et al .. , .. the generic 
standard offer proeeeelinq. In 0.87-12-066 at page 2'45, we stat,eel 
as follows: ~e concur with Edison .... that the record does not , 

support the addition ot a super-off-peakperiod for QFs on Eelison's 
system at this tilne. w Despite this statement, prior to the 
issuance ot D.67-12'-066-, the commission bad in fact approved a 
fourth costing period (super off-peak) in conj.unction with QF 
payments. Specifically, in 0.87-05-060 in A.82-04-044, et al., 
Edison had been directed to- deve'lop a super otf-peak period for 
qualifying facilities based on the_same principles adopted for 
Pacific Gas anel Electric Company CPG&E)c in 0.86-12'-091. By 
0.88-03-02'6- in A.82-04-044, et al., Edison has now been directeel to 
file its proposed costing. periods- by April' 8:, 1988. 

Based on D~87-05-060, it is clear that our statement in 
D.67-12-066 was. in error. We regret our lack of coordination with 
decisions in other proceedings, but also" wish to register, our' ' 
additional disappo-intlnent in Edison taking a'position in this 
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proceedinq in direct conflict with a Commission order which was 
already in effect. 0.87-12-066 will therefore be modified to 
reflect the adoption of a fourth costinq period for qualifyinq 
facilities .. 
Revenu~ allOCAtion 

In the petitions filed by both· CLECA/CSPG and. I'O', the 
parties ask the Commission to clarify the extent to which revenue 
allocation will be an issue in Edison's 1985 ECAC proceedinq 
(A.SS-02-0l6). According to· CLECA/CSPG,. because of conflicts· 
between the text and the findings and conclusions in D.S.7-12-06~, 
the extent to which the commission intended this issue to. be heard 
in Edison"s 1988 ECAC is not clear. 

specifically, CtECA/CSPG quotes D.a7-l2-066o at pag1e' 264 
as stating that W[fJor rate changes occurring between this rate 
case and Edison'sl989 ECAC,. the rate schedule cbanges sbould. 
consider both th~ system average percentage change [SAPCJ 
methodology and. the phased-in EPMC (Equal Percent· of Marq.inal C~stJ 
methodoloqy.w CLECA/CSPG also· notes th~t in the text,. Edis~n was 
f~er directed. Wto file proposals using both ~ethods and 
indicating the utility's preferred approaeb~w (~.) 

In contrast, CLECA-CSPG states tbatFinding 302 and 
Conclusion 132 of 1;).87-l.2-066 provide that revenue ehanqesbetween 
the general rate case and Edison's l~S9 ECAC be allocated on the 
basis of SAPC in ord.er to·~aintain the rate relationships adopted 
in this proceeding.. CLECA/CSPG believes that to rely solely on 
SAPe for revenue allocation prior to the 1989 ECAC is in 
contravention of the Commission's stated. policy to move to~ard a 
full EPMC revenue allocation for Edison.. CLECA/CSPG therefore asks . 
that this finding and conclusion be modified to provide for 
consideration of an EPMC revenue allocation in Edison's 1988' ECAC 
and in any other Edison proceeding involving a significant. revenue 
chanqe prior to the next general rate case. 
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IU similarly notes the inconsistencies between the text 
and findings of 0.87-l2-066 with respect to revenue allocation 
prior to Edison's' 1989 ECAC. IU cites, however, Ordering Paragraph 
4l which, unlike the finding and conclusion, is consistent with the 
text of 0.87-l2-066 and d1rects Ed1son to' propose rate schedules 
showing changes by both EPMC and SAPC in proceedings involving rate 
changes prior t~ Edison's 1989 ECAC. 

XU, like CI:ECA/CSPG, believes that use of the EPMC 
methodology for revenue changes. is imperative for the commission to 
meet its ultimate goal of a fullEPMC revenue allocation for Edison, 
Ha~ soon as possible. H, (0.87-l2-066, at p. 262.) In a supplement 
to its petition for modification, XU further asserts that the 
exhibits filed by Edison in its current,ECAC (A.87-l2~016.) make 
clear the importance of applying some form of EPMC revenue 
allocation in that proceeding. IU states that Edison's showinq 
demonstrates that application of the SAPC revenue al;ocation moves 
rate relationships away from EPMC. IU therefore asks that the 
application of, some form of capped EPMCmethod be 'considered for 
revenue allocation in Edison's 1988 ECAC proeeeding. 

In response to the petitions of both c:r.:ECA/CSPG and ro, 
Edison asserts that the petitions should be denied. Contrary to 
the position of these parties, it is Edison's opinion that there 
are no inconsistencies in,0.87-12-066~ Edison interprets the order 
as requiring a revenue allocation based on SAPC in Edison's 198:8 
ECAC, but with Edison providing an example of phased-in EPMC rate 
levels for purposes of comparison only. 

Edison states that ,it.is. concerned that litigation il?- the 
1988 ECAC of inter-class revenue allocation, which has just, been 
addressed in the rate case, ,would likely del~y an ECAC forecast 
decision. Edison asserts that 'such a delay beyond the June 1, 1983 
revision date would adversely affect Edison. 

, While it is- always 'our hope to, provide only the clearest 
direetives in our orders, we agree with CLECA/CSPG and IU that that: 
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goal was not achieved with respect to the revenue allocation to be 

undertaken in Edison's 1988 ECAC. Our intent in 0.87-l2-066 was in 
tact to require Edison to tile proposals using both an SAPC and 
phased-in EPMC methodology in its ECAC indicatins its preferred 
approach. (0.87-12-06·6, at p. 2'64.) It was not our intent to 
prejudge that showing, however, by prescribing that only an SAPC· 
methodology would be adopted. For this reason, Finding 302 and 
Conclusion 132 require modification. 

In :making these modifications, we wish, however, to 
restate our intention not to overburden Edison's ECAC immediately 
following the ,general rate case.. In this lisht, Edison is also 
correct in stating that in 0.87-12-066 we sought to limit 
consideration.ot revenue allocation in Edison's 1988 ECAC to 
receiving and comparinq illustrations o:f the two types of revenue 
allocation methodologies. We share Edison's concern that 'the full 
relitigation of revenue allocation issues in its' current ECAC could 
delay a forecast decision and wmece~sarily'requi're· examination of 
issue~ which have only recently been litlgated in Edison's general .. 
rate case. . 

Under these circumstances, parties ~o Edison's ECAC will 
be permitted to comment on Edison's proposed revenue allocations 
and provide their own illustrations of an SAPC and a phased-in EPMC" 
allocation. The.testimony, however, should not involve a re
examination of the revenue allocation policies which the co:x::mission 
announced in D.87-12-066. 

We similarly reaffir:mour statements in 0.87-12-066. that 
*the consideration of revenue allocations issues in E~C, however, 
does not and should not inclucle- rel'itiqation of the marginal cost 
structure and levels adopted in the qeneralrate case .. 
(O.87-:L2-066, at p. 264.) Neither is it 'the appropriate forum for 
considerinq rate desiqn issues. In' D.87-12'-06:6, we' found that for 
rate' design between qeneral·rate cases ORA's proposal to increase' 
demand and' customer charqes-toward their EPMC relationships for ' 
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revenue requirement increases and the maintenance of those 
relationships for decreases was appropriate. (D.87-12-066, at 
pp. 380-381.) 

The need to reevaluate revenue allocation in Edison's 
ECAC stems directly trom our stated policy of achieving an EPMC 
revenue allocation for Edison *as soon as possible.* (D.87-12-066, 

at p. 262.) We have also recognized that "'to achieve our goal of 
fUll EPMC and ens~e rate stability the adopted revenue allocation 
tor the two years tollowing the test year should be based on the 
circumstances existing at that time.'" (1£.) Obviously, such an 
evaluation cannot be made without the type of illustrative showing 
that we have required Edison to' make and on which other partie~ may 
COXQlllent. 

No such similar policy, however, requires the re
examina~ion in Edison's 1988 ECAC of marg!nal,cost and rate design 
which were eXhaustively explored, in the general rate,case. 
Especially given the 'nUmber of issue~which have been included for· 
consideratio~, there is not,enough time frona procedural 
standpoint to, consider such issues. 

We, therefore, advise parties who intend ~Q participate 
in Edison's 1988 ECAC on the issue of revenue allocation that their. 
testimony should be limited to proposed SAPe and phased-in EPMC 
revenue allocations as indicated above.. Because of the number of 
issues to. be heard in the two. weeks of hearing scheduled tor the" 
forecast phase of Edison's ECAC (May 23 to. June 3-, 19'88), tilne for 
presentation of testimony and cross-ex~ination may be extremely 

. limited. 
On a different issue, Edison also· requests.a minor 

modification to Conclusion 129 which provides .tha~ the 5% cap on 
the EPMC revenue allocation adopted in. the general rate .. eaSQ was to· 
be applied to *inereases over the system average percentage 
Change.H (D.87-12-066" at P·. 441.) Edi.son states that tor 
consistency with the text ot the: decision and the actual revenue 
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allocation approach adopted, this language should be changed to 
refleet that the adopted cap of 5% is based on increases over 
present rate revenues. Edison is correet in requesting this 
modification. The text (p. 262) r findings (Finding 2"97,298.), and 
the adopted revenue allocation Cp. 27'2) in 0.87-12-06& refleet our 
intent to adopt a cap over present rate revenues. Conclusion 129 

should, therefore, be modified accordingly. 
Rate Des~qn 

ro asks that the commission delete portions of its 
discussion in 0.87-J.2-066 to better reflect I'C"s. position on '1'0'0'-8 
demand charges and to permit future proposals aimed at limiting 
demand charges to a certain percentage of their EPMC ~evel. IU 
states that the Commission improperly identified I'O' alone as 
suggesting that the '1'0'0'-8 demand charge should be set at less. than 
EPMC. FUrther, despite the Commission's aeknowledgement that I'C"s 
proposal was designed to mitigate adverse bill impacts in the short 
term, ru"asserts that such acknowledgement failed t~ identi~ I'C"s 
con~inued advocaey of *tull~ cost-based rates,. demand charges 
included. * (I'C' Petition, at p. 3.) lU states that. it raised a 
similar arguJl1ent in its comm.ents to the AIi1 proposed decision in 
this proceeding, but that the Commission failed to change the order' 
in response. 

The reason for our conclusion that no change was required 
in the ALJ proposed decision based on lU's assertions was simple. 
In reviewing the lanquage atpaqe 320' of the decision~ we· did not 
at that time consid.er that a discrepaney existed in our recitation 
of I'O"s poSition and the position which was taken by the party 
during this proceeding_This opinion remains unchanged with a 
second review of the order prompted by IU's petition. We also do
not view the statements contained at page 320 to be a *criticism* 
of IUl's position as lU has. contended. Specifically, 1).87-12-06,6 

states. as !ollows: 
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'~e do not concur, however, with Edison's and 
PSD's compromise on 'ratcheting' of demand 
charges nor with the lU's suggestion of setting 
the demand charge at less than EPMC. Neither 
of these recommendations achieve our goal of 
providing cost-based rates and ensuring 
accurate price siqnals to' the aftected customer 
group. While we understand tha1: lU's proposal 
was intended solely as a temporary, 
transitional device to mitigate adverse rate 
ilupacts, we believe, as explained below, that 
the use of ,rate limiters is a more appropriate 
means of achieving this goal.* (D.$7-12-066, 
at p .... 320.) 

These sentences reflect that XU did recommend demand 
charges being set at less than EPMC and that the suggestion was 
motivated by a desire to mitigate adverse impacts. We have 
carefully read XU's petition for modification and find that our 
understanding of XU's position in this proceeding was in fact 
correct. The facts that m remains an advocate ot cost-based. rates 
'. . 

or 'that others in this'proceeding recommendeasimilar adjustments 
of the demand Charges do not require the. modification o,f the~e 
statelll.ents .. 

XU even asks in this pet:l.tion that language on page 32:1. 
of D.87-12-060 be deleted to'permit proposals aimed at developing 
demand charges at less than their EPMC level in future rate cases. 
The language in question states that *we also do not believe ;~ is 
appropriate to liluit demand charges to a certain percentage of 
their EPMC level.* (I!l.-) 'I'his statement is. one o:f cw:rent, 
Commission poliey, but as such is not an absolute limitation on 
future showings. m is certainly free to renew its request for 
adjusted demand charges in upcoming proceedings. rcr will, be on 
notice, however, based on the lanquageof 0 .. 87-12-066, of the 
commission's.eurrent approaehto the issue. 

m also states that the Commission has incorrectly 
referred to the *cost-Dased* nature of newly adopted interrUptible 
Schedule l-6 when in fact the sch.edule reflects the value of 
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interruptibility to Edison. In using the phrase "cost-based" with 
respect to Schedule I-6, we did not intend that phrase to refer to 
cost of service, the meaning apparently ascribed to this phrase by 
ItT. Rather, our intent was to refer to the fact that the new 
interruptible schedule, as proposed by ORA, would be based on 
marginal cost principles. We believe that our recitation of the 
parties' positions and discussion of interruptible rates in 
0.87-12-066 read in their entirety at pages 3-27 through 33-8. make 
this distinction clear. We do not believe, therefore, that any 
modification of this language is required. 

In its petition' the Farm Bureau has requested 
modifications with respect to· certain features of the rate design 
adopted in 0.87-12-066 for the agricultural class. 

The Farm Bureau asserts that Special Conditions 4 and S 
of Schedule PA-2 which refer to contract demands and minimum demand 
charges .create a Hde fact.o· ratchet" on' demand Charges. The Farm 
Bureau believes that 'this result con'travenes the Commission's . . 
decision in O' .. 87-l2-066 not to Jlse ratchets' in determining demand 
charges .. 

The language of Special Conditions 4 and So of SChedule 
PA-2 questioned by the Farm Bureau in its petition has :been. in 
effect for a nUlllber of years, but was never an issue in this' 
proceeding.. Since our review of that language reveals that ,these 

provisions could have a result similar to a ratchet" we wish. to 
address this issue. We are reluctant to' make any changes to· these 
conditions absent all parties' having the opportunity to':be heard. 
Accordingly, we will schedule two days of hearings for June 13-
and l4, 1985, in San Francisco,. California .. 

'I'he Farm Bureau asks that Edison's SChedule PA-2 include 
a rate lilniter tor wind :machine :maintenance. According- to: the Fa.rm 
Bureau, the need to test wind machines fol:' winter frost in the 
summer months requires a short time period of service for which a 
high price would be paid. The Farm Bureau further asserts ·that 
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such a change would be consistent with the rate design adopted for 
PG&E in 0.87-04-012 (at p. 7), would. provid.e the time need.ed tor 
maintenance and. repair, and wou~d. not send an improper price signal 
to the customer. 

It is our intention to achieve reasonable consistency in 
the agricultural rate designs for PG&E and Edison. otten 
neighboring farmers in differing service territories find 
themselves receivinq service under dissilnilar terms. We believe 
that the change requested by the Fa~ Bureau could be a reasonable 
solution to a specific problem and would provide greater 
consistency between the rate structures of Edison andPG&E. 

Again, we do not ~ave ~e record in this proceeding to 
determine the form or level at which, the rate limiter should be 
set. Therefore, the Fan Bureau,. ORA and Edison should., prepare a 
list of iss~es with respect to this rate limiter, annotated to show,,' 
areas of agreement and disagreement. We will consider this list at 
our June hearing .. Hopefully areas of disagreement will be resolved' 

I . • • • 

prior to then, and we will ~ave a stipulated agreement that we and 
other parties can review. 

Finally, like the California Citrus MUtual, the Farm 
Bureau takes exception to· the adopted distinction in the 
aqricul tural sched.ules between demand above and, below 35 kW. In 
our original order, our goal was to'provid.e rate design options to 
agricultural customers consistent with the needs and usage 
characteristics of those customers and the statutory mandate of 
Public Utilities Code Section 744. We found in 0.87-12-066 at page 
362 that the Division of Ratepayer Advoeates' (ORA) proposal met 
and exceeded these statutory and policygoals~· Although upon 
review we are reassured that the present state, of the record in 

this proceeding fully supports our adoption in 0.87-12-066 of the, 
distinction in demand levels between the PA-l ancl PA-Z selled\lles as. . , 

proposed by ORA,' we are' specifically considering possible' 
modifications in this area in.the series of 'Workshops we are 
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holding with Edison and its Agricultural customers. If 
modifications can be proposed in the workshops that are consistent 
with these goals and improve the overall rate design we will 
consider them during the two days of hearing. 

In addition to items mentioned above, the hearing will 
also serve to receive testimony on the need for and level of 
revenue required for Edison to provide demand meters under the PA-2 
schedule. In its petition for modification, Edison has requested 
interruptible contractual agreements. Edison. states that these 
agreements are dependent on eligibility for TOU-S service.. Edison 
suggests that provision ~e made for these customers to remain on 
the interruptible rate sched.ule and. the TOU-8 sehed.ule for a perio:1 
not to exceed five years from January 1, 1985 .. 

While neither of these issues related to TOU-S 
eligibility were presented duri,ng. hearings in the general rate 
case, both appear to· demand. our immediate ,attention.. As Ed.ison has' 
correetly noted, it is our in~ent to pla~e custome~s,on the most 
appropriate service' schedule. For this reason, both o:f Edison's' 
proposals' should. there tore be considered at the June' hearin9'.. A:rly' " 

response to these proposals can'be made at that time'. 
In addition to these changes. sought by Edison, Edison's 

first and second petitions for modifiCations addressed several 
other rate design changes related' to D.S.7~12-066.. These additional 
requested modifications are required to, achieve consistency between ' 
the findings and the text of D.87-12-066 and, between the rate 
schedules appended to 0.87.-12-066 and the decision itself. The 
following modifications requested· by Ed.ison will, therefore,. be 
made to achieve this consistency: 

1 .. In its second petition tor modification, Edison 
seeks. to change three of the time-ot~use 
aqricul tural sched.ules (TOU'-ALMP-l', TOU-ALMP-2, 
and. TOU-PA-1) to ensure the proper merging of 
the winter on-peak period and. winter. mid-peak , 
period, instead of the winter on-peak with the 
off-peak as currently provided.. This 
modification will be approved to achieve 
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consistency with the Commission's decision at 
pages 243 and 245 of D.87-12-066 to merge the 
winter on-peak and mid-peak costing periods in 
time-of-use schedules. 

2.' For consistency with the discussion at page 324 
of 0.87-l2-066, it is necessary to- mo-dify 
Finding 373 to reflect that the interruptible 
credits under the TOU-8 schedule are to, be 
allo-cated on an EPMC basis and not on an 
incurrence basis as that finding currently 
·reads. 

3. For consistency with the discussion at page 324 
o-f 0.87-l2-066, Finding 374 should be modified 
to reflect that by allocating the interruptible 
eredit on an EPMC basis" the '1'OU-S voltage rate 
relationships are maintained and there is no, . 
need to align the primary and subtransmission 
vo-ltageenergy rates to be equal as required by 
current Finding 374. 

4. Edison has identified six techniealor 
typographical errors in certain o-f'the rate 

·schedules contained. in Rate Appendi~ I o-f' 
0.87-12-066. '1'0 correet these errors the 
fo-llowing mo-difications should be made: (a) 
Page 9 of '1'OU-8 Average Summer Rate ~imiter and 
On-Peak Rate Limiter should read *excluding ••• 
surcharges" customer charges or mlnim,m demand 
charges* and include the language *applies to
firm service customers only* consistent with 
page 352 o-f'O.S7-l2-066.' (b) PagelS,. Adopted 
standby Rates, Special Condition No.6, On-peak 
Rate Limiter, should be mo-dified to read 
53.733, 66.199, 67 ~4aO c/kWh. (c) Page 23, 
Adopted Aqrieul tural Rates, Schedule TOU-ALMP-l 
sUlDlIler off-peak rate should be modified ,to read 
$0.06008. Cd) Page 24, Adopted Agricultural 
Rates, Schedule '1'0tJ'-PA-4 (greater than 35- kW) 
summer on-peak rate should be mo-dified to read 
$0.10936. Ce), Page 24, Adopted Agricultural 
Rates, Schedule TOU-PA-SOl> summer on-peak,. 
summer mid-peak, and. winter mid-peak rates 
shoul.d be :modi:fied to read $O.08S44~$O'.06-201, 
and $0 .. 063.79, respectively. ,,(f) The' language 
of page 25" Adopted SChedule PA-2, Off-peak 
credit Special Condition which reads *non
co-incident demand ••• should be reduced· by an' 
off-peak credit* should be mo-dified to read 
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"maximum. demand ••• should :be reduced :by an off
peak credit". 

s. Finally, Edison notes that the voltage 
discounts adopted for small and Medium Power 
Rates Schedule GS-2 were calculated :based on a 
time-related swnmer demand charge o,f SS..70 and 
a non-time-related demand charge of $2.60. 
Because the actual adopted summer demand charge 
was $8:.30/kW, the percentages of the demand 
charges upon which the voltage discounts are 
based should ):)e reduced to 2.1 percent tor 
service delivered and metered at voltages from 
2KV to SO ~ and 4.9 percent for service 
delivered and metered at voltages over SO xv. 
This change would account for the difference 
between an $S.30/kW swnmer demand charge 
applicable to the voltage discount versus a 
$S.70/kW time related demand charge applicable 
to the,voltage discount~ 

Pindims of Fact 
1. The purpose of this decision is to- resol va petitions for 

.. modification ot D.87.-12-066 which seek changes in ~at order . 
related to marginal cost, revenue allocation, and rate design. 

2. In addition to· the changes'requested):)y the petitions, 
the commission must also, consider.changes necessary to· resolve the 
co~lict between D.87-12-066 and D.87-0S-060 issued in A .. S2-04-044, 
et aloo, the generic standard otfer,proceeding relating to the 
costing periods to ):)e used for qualifying facilities. 

3. 'rhe only petition which will not ):)e considered in this 
decision is that filed by Luz Engineering due to, continuing efforts' 
by Edison and Luz to resolve the issue of the appropriate manner in 
whiCh to- calculate avoided capacity cost bonus payments to 
qualifying facilities. 

4. It is reasonable for Edison and Luz to continue their 
efforts to- find an equitable solution to ,the issue raised by Luz 
and for Edi~on to report on those efforts or respond to- Luz's 
petition no, later than April 15, 1988:. 

- 16- -
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5. A letter written ~y the Calitornia Citrus MUtual raised 
concerns regarding the consistency of Special Condition 5 of 
Edison's Schedule PA-1 with 0.87-12-066 and the ~asis for the 
distinction in demand levels ~etween Edison's PA-1 and PA-2 
schedules. 

6. ~ .. review of 0.S7-12-066 shows that the relief requested 
by the Citrus Growers Cooperative in this proceeding with regard to 
consistency has ~een properly incorporated in the language of 
Special Condition S. 

7. The question ot moditications to the distinction in 
demand levels between the PA-land PA-2 schedules originally 
proposed by ORA is more' properly considered in the workshops 
ordered in 0.87-12-066. 

8. :A:ny organization or individual who, wishes to- provide 
input on any Wfine-tun.i:ng* needed to- the agricultural rate des~qn 
adopted tor Edison in 0.87-12-066· is encouraged t<> partici~ate in 
the. workshops • 

9. The Commission's adoption of ORA's'methodology for 
determining the . incremental energy rate (lER) used in. the 
calculation of avo-ided energy costs was fully supported by the 
record in this proceeding as articulated by the commission at 
pages 206 through 209 of 0.87-12-066 and requires nO: modification .. 

10. Neither the record in this proceeding nor findings 
similar to those. related. to the updating o·fthe ,IER used in 
developing QF prices supports the revision, in' Edison's 1985 ECAC; 
of the marginal cost structure adopted for Edison in 0_a.7-12~066_ 

11. Issues rela~ed to, marginal energy,costs will.be 
considered for inclusion in Edison'S 1989 and subsequent ECACs as 
appropriate. 

1Z. The presence of a large rate increase request ~y Edison 
in its current ECAC is alone not a sufficient reasont<> relitigate 
marginal cost structure in that ,proceeding especially when the 
issue has :been so recently examined in this-proceeding and the, 
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level of Edison's ECAC request will undoubtedly be closely 
scrutinized in upcoming hearings. 

l3. A conflict exists between 0.87-l2-066 and 0.87-05-060 in 
A.82-04-044, et al., the generic standard offer proceeding, related 
to costing periods for qualifyinq faeilities. 

14. While the Commission found in 0 .. 8-7-12-06& that Edison was 
not required to adopt a super-off-peak period for qualifying 
facilities at this time, the Commission had in fact already 
approved a fourth costing period (super-oft-peak) in conjunction 
with OF payments in A.82-04-044, et al. (0.87-05-060.) 

l5. By D. S8-03·-026 inA. 82-04-044, et al., Edison has now 
been directed to tile costing periods, consistent with 0.87-05-060 

by April 8-, 19S8. 
l6. Based on 0.87-05-060, it is clear that the Commission's 

statement in 0.S7-12-066 failing to, include a fourth costinq period 
for qualifying facilities was .in error and requires modification 
consistent wi,th 0.s7-05-060. . 

l7. CLECA/CSPG, and ro have cited conflicts within 0,.S7-12.-066. 
as to the extent to which revenue allocation will be an issue in 
Edison's 19S8 ECAC proceeding. 

lS. Due to the commission's commitment to achieve an EPMC 

revenue allocation for Edisoll"as soon as possible," it is 
reasonable to consider the issue of revenue 'allocation, to, a 
limited degree, in the ECAC proceedings preceding Edison's next 
general rate case. 

19. It is reasonable to require the parties to. Edison's l.9S'S 

ECAC to limit their showings on. revenue allocation to illustrations. 
of an SAPC and/or phased-in EPMC revenue allocation or comment on 
Edison's proposals without'a re-examination of the revenue 
allocation policies adopted in 0.8-7-12-066. 

20. It is reasonable to-modify Findinq 30~ and Conclusion 132 
of 0.S7-12-066 consistent with the preceding findings. 

- 18 -
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21. No policy similar to the Commission's effort to· move 
toward an EPMC revenue allocation for Edison requires the 
relitigation of marginal cost and rate design in intervening ECAC 
and offset proceedings. 

22. In keeping with the intent of 0.87-12-066, offset 
proceedings and Edison's 1988 ECAC will not be forums for 
relitigation of the marginal cost structure and rate design adopted. 
in 0.87-12-066, except that marginal customer costs will be 
considered for inclusion in Edison's 1989 and 1990 ECACs. 

23. Consistent with the text (p. 26Z), findi~gs (Findings 297 
and 298), and adopted revenue allocation (p .• 272) in 0.87-12-066, 
it is reasonable to, modify Conclusion l29 to clarify that the S% 
cap on the EPMC revenue allocation adopted in 0.87-l2-066 was to be 
applied to increases over present rate revenues and. not over the 
sys~em average percentage chanqe. 

24 •. The recitation in 0.87-l2-066 of XU's position in this 
proceeding is an accurate, statement·. of' that position and requires . . . 
no modification. 

ZS. 'r~e commission's statement at page 32:1. o~ D.$7-12-066-

regarding the impropriety of limiting demand charges to- a certain 
percentage of their EPMC level is a statement of current commission 
policy and,. as such, does not limit the proposals of parties in 
future proceedings,. but rather notices those' parties of the 
Commission's current approach: to- .the issue_ 

26. The phrase "cost-based" as used by the Commission in 
relation to the new I-o. schedule refers not to the schedule being 
based on cost of service,. but rather on marginal cost principles~ 

27. The meaning ascribed to "cost-based" above is clear from 
that portion of 0.87-l2-066. at pages 327 through. 338 when read 'in .. ' 
its entirety and as such. that language requires-no modification. 

28". It may be' appropriate to modify the language of Special. 
Conditions 4 and S of agricultural Schedule PA-2 questioned by the 
Farm Bureau as creating ~ "de facto" ratchet on demand charges, but' 
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that language was never an issue in this proceeding. Farm Bureau 
can pursue its requested changes to Special conditions 4 and 5 of 
the PA-2 schedu,le at the current agricultural workshops or at the 
hearing on June 13 and 14, 1988. 

29. It may be appropriate to adopt a rate limiter for wind 
lDachine lDaintenance under Edison's PA-2 schedule prior to- Edison's 
next general rate case in order to provide consistency between the 
agricultural rate designs adopted for PG&E and Edison and, if 
properly set, to provide the time needed for lDaintenance and repair 
at an appropriate rate level. 

30. Because of the absence of any record in this proceeding 
to determine the form or level at which a rate limiter for wind. 
machine maintenance should. ~e set, it is necessary to· go to- hearing. 
to. receive testimony on this issue.' 

31.. Ed.ison may incur an expense in providing demand meters 
,for those customers who· transfer to the PA-2- SChedule. 

32. Because of ~e absence of any record in. this proceeding 
to. determine the amount of revenue required to· provide the demand 
meters referenced in the above finding, it is necessary to 'include 
the issue of the funding level required to provide those meters" in 
the hearing to be scheduled for June 13 and 14, l~SS .. 

33. The following issues reqarding 1'0'0'-8 eligibility require 
the Commission's imm.ediate attention: (1) the need to- reduce,. on a:. 
one-time basis, the number of demands below SOO kW within a 12-
month period required for a customer to be removed tromthe 1'00'-8: 
schedule and the number of those reduced demands and (2) the length, .' 
of 1'0'0'-8 eligibility to be provided to- .those customers with 5-year
interruptible contractual agreements, but demands below SOo- kW. 

34.. Because no record. currently exists in this proceeding -to. 
reso.l ve the issues 'listed in the preceding finding ,. it is necessary.: . 
to. include these issues during-the June hearing to ensure Ed.ison 
service to eustomers under the most appropriate rate schedules. 
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35. It is reasonable to suspend implementation of the 
mandatory assignment provisions of schedules PA-1 and PA-2 until 
further notice. 

36. In order to ensure consistency between the findings and 
the text of 0.87-12-066 and between the rate schedules appended to 
0.87-12-066. and the decision itself, it is necessary to modify the 
decision and rate appendices as requested by Edison and as 
explicitly listed in 'the text of this decision. 
CQD2luSiODS of Law 

1. Consideration of the petition for modification of 
0.87-12-066 filed by Luz should be deferred· until after April lS, 
1988, on which date Edison should file either a report on the 
efforts of the parties to reach a solution to the issues raised by 
Luz or, in the absence of an ~gre~ent, a response .by Edison to· 
Luz's petition. 

2. organizations or individuals seeking to· Nfine tuneN or 
better understand the agricultural r~te design. adopted for Edison . . 
i~ 0.87-12-066 should attend the workshops scheduled for that 
purpose in March and April, 1988, in. Edison's service territory. 

3. The text ofO.S7-12-066. at page 245 should be modified to ... 
require Edison to develop' a fourth costinqpe:z::iod· (super-off-peak) 
for qualifying facilities consistent with 0.87-05-060 in 
A. 82-04-044,. et ale 

4.. To' achieve consistency with' the . text and intent· of 
0.87-12-066, Finding 302· and Conclusion 132 of that decision should 
be modified to permit parties to present testimony on revenue 
allocation in Edison's.. 1988 ECAC proceeding lilnited to 
illustrations of an SAFC and/or phased-in EPMC·revenue allocation 
or' comment on Edison's proposals in that proceeding. 

S. Edison'S intervening EcAcand offset proceedings prior to 
its next general rate case should not serve as forums for the 
relitiqation of the marginal cost structure, rate design, or 
revenue allocation policies adopted in D.87-12-066 • 
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6.. Conclusion 129 of 0.87-12-066 should be modified 
consistent with the text, findings, and adopted revenue allocation 
in that decision to provide that the S% cap on the adopted EPMC 
revenue allocation was to ~e applied to increases. over present rate 
revenues. 

, 7. The following rate desiqn issues should receive immediate 
Commission attention prior to Edison's next general rate case: 
(1) modification of Special Conditions 4 and S. of Schedule PA-Z 
that might create a "de-facto" ratchet on.demand eharges~ CZ) the 
form and level at which a rate limiter for wind machine maintenance 
should be set under PA-2:i (3) possible removal of the :mandatory 
provision, ~ased on capacity, for assignment to Edison's 
agricultural sehedules,. PA-1 or PA-2'; (4·) the revenUe required for 
Edison to provide demand meters to its customers who- transfer to
the PA-2 schedule; (5) the need· t~ reduee, on a one-time basis, the 
number of demands below SO 0 kW within a 12--month period required 
for a customer to- be re:move~ from the TOU-S. schedule and the number 
of those redueed demands; and (6) the 'length of TO'C'':S elig~ility , 
to be provided to those customers with 5-year interruptible 
eontraetual agreements, but demands below SOO kWo. 

a.. In the absenee of a record' ,in this proceeding to address 
the above issues, a hearing should be held on June 13 and 14, 1988:, 
in san }'"ranciseo, california, to consider those issues .. 

9. The implementation of the mandatory reassignment of 
Edison's agricultural customers toPA-1 or PA-2 on the basis of 
capacity should be suspended •. · 

10.. In order to ensure consistency between the findings and 
the text of O.S7-12-077 and between the rate schedules appended to 
0.87-12-066 and the decision itself, the modifications to 
0.87-12-066- and Appendix ~, requested by Edison and reviewed and 
approved in the text -of this deeision, should be adopted·. 
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2..,RDER 

:IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. Decision 87-12-066- shall ~e modified as follows: 

a. Lines 23 through 27 of page 245- shall ~e 
deleted and shall ~e rep~aced by the 
following language:- *Consistent-with 
D.8-7-0S-060 in A.SZ-04-044, et al., the 
generic standard o-ffer proceeding, we also 
direct Edison to- develop a fourth costing 
period (super-off-peak) for qualifying 
facilities. In developing this costing 
period, Edison. should follow the- dictates 
of the relevant orders issued in 
A.82--04-044, et al.* 

b. Finding 302 shall be deleted and shall be 
replaced by the- following:- w302'. For rate 
changes occurring between this rate case. 
and Edison's 1989 ECAC, it is reasonable to 
consider the issue of revenue allocation 
·limited to- illustrations of. an SAPC 
methodology and,·the.pnased-in EPMC 
methodology with Edison filing proposals 
using both methods and indicating the 
utility's preferred' approach." 

c. Finding 302a shall be- added as fol:tows: 
*30Za.. To. ensure the continued move toward 
an EPMC revenue allocation for Edison, it 
is reasonable to- identity in Edison's 1989 
and 1990 ECAC proceedings the revenue' 
allocation to- be- applied to intervening 
offset filings made after each o·f these 
proceedings.w ' 

d.. Finding 373 -shall. b.e deleted and: shall be 
replaced by the following: w373.In·' 
develop,inq 'rOO-S, rates" it is reasonable to
allocate the interruptible credits on an 
EPMC, rather than an incurrence, basis." 

e. Finding 374 shall' be deleted and shall be 
replaced by the following: "374. 
Allocating' the interruptible credits. on an 
EPMC basis preserves the appropriate 
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relationships between the rates for TOU-S 
secondary, Tou-a primary, and TOU-a 
subtransmission." 

f. Conclusion 129 shall be deleted and shall 
be replaced by the following: "129. A 
revenue allocation based on an Equal 
Percent of Marginal Cost (EPMC) approach 
should be adopted based on moving 1/3 of 
the way to EPMC in the test year 198~, with 
a cap for all customer and rate groups of 
5% on increases over present rate 
revenues." 

g. conclusion 132 shall be deleted and shall 
be replaced by the fo.llowing: "132. For 
rate changes occurring between this rate 
case and Edison's 1989 ECAC, the issue of 
revenue allocatien should be considered 
lilnited to illustrations o,f anSAPC 
methodology and the phased-in EPMC 
methodology with Edison filing proposals 
using both methods and indicating the 
~tility's preferred approacn." 

h. Conclusion 132a shall be added as, 
follows: "132a. The commission should 
determine'in Edison's 1989 and 1990 ECAC' 
proceedings the revenue allocation t~ be 
applied to., intervening offset filings made 
after each of those preceedings." 

2 .. Appendix I ef Decision a.7-1~-056 shall be modified as 
follows: 

a .. Page 5, Small and Mediuxn Power'Rates 
Schedules GS-2, Special Condition Ne' ... S, 
Voltage Disceunt, the voltaqe diseeunts 
applicable to. summer demand charges shall 
be modified to, read (.1) 2 ... 1 percent fer 
service delivered and metered at " voltages 
from, 2 Y.!V to. 50 Y.!V and (2) 4 .. 9 percent fer 
service'delivered and metered at vo.ltages 
over SO ~ .. 

b. Page 9, TOO-a. Average Summer Rate Limiter 
and On-Peak Rate Limiter shall be modified 
to. read "excluding ..... surcharges, customer 
charges or minilnu.:m. demand charges" (instead 
of " ..... surcharges or facilities charges") 
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and shall also inolude the provision 
"applies to firm service oustomers only". 

o. Paqe 18, Standby Rates, Special Condition 
No.6, On-Peak Rate Limiter shall oe 
modified'to provide 53-.733, 66·.199, 67.430 
c/kWh, instead of 52.051, 64.127, 6S.367 
c/kWh.~ 

d. Page 23, Aqrieultural Rates, Schedule 
TOU-ALMP-l summer off-peak rate shall be 
modified to read $0.06003, insteae ot 
$0.59972. 

e. Page 23, Agricultural Rates, Schedules 
TOtT-ALMP-l, TO'O'-ALMP-2, and TO'O'-PA-l shall 
be modified to- provide for themerginq of 
winter on-peak and mid-peak rates and to· 
provide for' the followinq'winter mid
peakand ott-peak rates in'$-/~: $'.619 
mid-peak and 5.630 off-peak for TOU-PA':l; 
8..479 mid-peak and &.233 off-peak for 
TOU-ALMP-l; and 1$..963 mid-peak and &.;.622 
otf-peak for TOU-ALMP-2. These schedules 
shall also be modified to provide as 
tollows: ~Time Periods are revised by. 
adding Mid-Peak hours of s.:OO·p·.m~ to 9:00 
p~m .. , winter weekclays" except holidays, to 
Schedule Nos. TOU-ALMP-land TOU-ALMP-2, 
and 8:00 a.m.. to 9 :00 p, .. m.., winter 
weekdays, except holidays to Schedule No,. 
TO'O'-FA-l.w ' 

f. Paqes. 24, Aqricultural Rates, SChedule 
TOtT-PA-4 (greater than 350 leW) sum:m.er on
peak rate shall be modified to- read 
$0.10936, instead ot $0~11936.· 

q. Page 24, Aqrieultural Rates, Schedule 
TOtT-PA-SOP summer on-peak rate shall be 
modified to read $0.08544, summer mid-peak 
rate shall be modified to- read $0'.06201, 
andwinter·mid-peak rate shall.be modified 
to read $0.06379, instead of'$0.OS219, 
$0 .. 05969, and $0.06140, respectively. 

h. Page 25, Schedule PA-2, Off-Peak credit 
Special Condition shall be modified to read 
wmaximum.demand ••• should be reduced by an 
off-peak creditW instead of wnon-coincident 
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demand ••• should ~e reduced by an off-peak 
credit .. " 

3. Within 20 days of the effective date of this order, 
Southern California Edison Company (Edison) shall file, by advice 
letter, revised tariff sheets reflectinq the modifications of 
0.87-12-066 and Appendix I of that decision adopted in this order. 

4. Consideration of the petition for modification of 
0.87-12-066 filed by Luz En~ineerinq (LUZ) shall 'be deferred until 
after April lS, 1988, on which date Edison shall file either a 
report on the efforts of the parties to' reach a solution to, the 
issues raised by Luz in its petition or, in the absence of an . 
a9'X'eement, a response by Edison to· Luz's petition. 

s. Edison's intervenin~ ECAC and offset proceedings 
occurring prior to its next general rate case shall not serve as 
forums for the relitiqation of the marginal cost structure, rate 
design, or ~evenue allocation policies adopted' in D~a7-12-0~6. 

6. A beax:ing sball be held at 10': 00 a.m., on Monday,. June 1~ 
and 'I'Uesday, June 14 , 1988, in' the Commission courtr~om, in san 
Francisco, California" for the purposes of recei vinq testimony 
limited to the followinq issues: (1) modification of Special 
Conditions 4 and 5 of Schedule PA-2 that might create a Hde~faetoH 
ratchet on demand charges; (2) the for.m· and level. at which a rate 
limiter for wind machine maintenance should be set under Edison's 
agricultural schedule,., PA-2i (3) possible removal of the mandatory 
provision, based· on capacity., forassi~ent to Edison's 
agrieultural schedules, PA-l or PA-2; (4). the revenue required for 
Edison to provide demand meters to its customers wh~willtransfer 
to' the PA-2 schedule: (5) the need t~ reduce,.. on a one-time basis, 
the nUJDber of demands below· SOO'· kWwi thin a lZ':'month period 
required for a customer to be removed· from the'Xou;"g. sChedule and 
the nUlUber of those reduced demands; and: (&) the length of '!OU":'S 

eli~ibility to be provided to those customers with S-year 
interruptible contractual.agreements, but demands beloW" 500 kW. 
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Prepared testimony shall be served on parties to this proceeding at 
least ten days in advance of hearing. 

7. Edison shall file, within 20'days of the effective date 
of this order, ch.anges to tariffs PA-l and PA-2', suspending the 
mandatory reassignment of Edison's agricultural customers on the 
basis of on capacity. 

8. Except as othen'ise granted in this order, the petitions 
for modification are denied. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated April 13, 1988, at San Francisco, california. 

STANLEY w. HtTLET'l' 
President 

FREDERICK R. DODA 
G·. MITCHELL WIIX 
JOHN S. OHANIAN 

Commissioners 

COlDl1lis$ion~r Donald Vial,.. 
being necessarily 'absent,. did 
not participate. 
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ALJ/SSM/rsr AL'I'/COM/SWH/flc 

~ .. .as 04 02G 
wec~s~on __________ __ APR' 13 1988 

BEFORE ~HE PUBLIC U~ILI~IES COMMISSION OF 

In the Matter of the Application of 
Southern California Edison Company 
for authority to increase rates 
charged by it for electric service. 

(Electric) . (0' 338- E) 

Order Ins~ituting Investigation into. 
the rates, charges, and practices of 
the Southern California Edison 
Company. 

(See Decision 

Ap ication 86-12-047 
(Fi)Ad December 26, 198:6.) 

I.8·7-01-017 
(Filed January 14, 198-7) 

Order Modifying Decisi~n 87-12-066: 

On December 22, 19 , the commission issued Decision 
(D.) 87-12-066 in this proc Among other things, the order 
authorized Edison to. file 
1988.. These rates were b 

w electric rates effective Janua~l~ 
ed on the revenue requirement, marginal 

cost, revenue allocation, and rate design adopted in the decision. 
Since the issu nce of D.8,7-12-06-6" several petitions tor 

modification of that or er have been tiled. In this decision, .the 
Commission will review and consider those petitions which addressed' 
the portions ot D.8.7- 2-066 related to. marginal cost, revenue 
allocation, and rate aesiqn . 

- 1 -
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The petitioners include Southern California Edison 
Company (Edison), the Calitornia Large Energy Consumers Associ 
and the California Steel Producers Group (CLECA/CSPG), the 
Industrial Users (IU), the california Farm Bureau Federatio (Farm 
Bureau), Toward Utility Rate Normalization (TURN), and L 
Engineering (Luz) .. Edison, whose requested modificatio 
contained in tw~ petitions, also filed responses to 
of CLECA/CSPG,. IU,. and Luz .. 

In addition to our consideration of the anges requested 
by the petitions, the commission, by this decisi also intends to., 
resolve an inconsistency between 0 .. S7-1Z-06& a 0.87-05-060 issued 
in Application (A.) SZ'-04-044, et al., the ge eric standard offer 
proceeding. '!'he conflict between thoseord s relates to. the 
costing periods to be used for qualifying acilities. 

The petitions are discussed be w within the general 
categories of marginal cost,. revenue al ocation, and rate design. 
This discussion will not, however, in ude a review of the petition' 
tiled by Luz.. Luz, who, was not a pa y to this proceeding,. se,eks 
claritication that Edison was not thorizecl in 0 .. 87-12'-06& to 
modify its method of calculating voided capacity cost bonus 
payments to qualifying faeiliti s. According to Luz, Edison 
believes that this moditicati required as a result of changes 

, ' 

in the costing periods adop d in D.8.7-12-066·. 

o Luz's petition/Edison states that it 
is working with Luz to r Edison therefore asks 
that it be given to. Apr 1 lS," 198-8-, to report the results of its 
efforts to the Commis 10n or to respond to. Luz's petition for 
modification absent n agreement between the parties. 

We,encou age Edison's efforts to· find an equitable 
solution to. the . sue raised:by Luz. Wetberefore grant Edison's 
request to. repo t on its etforts by April 15 and- defer any action" 

on until atter that time .. 
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Finally, we note that the California 
written a letter expressing concern with respect to Changes in 
Edison's agrieultural Schedules PA-1 and PA-2 ado ed in 
0.87-12-066. Specifically, the California Cit 
the consistency of Special Condition 5 of PA-2 
of 0.87-12-066. The California Citrus ~tua 

ith the discussion 
also asks that the 

(less than 35 kW) and difference in demand levels between the PA
PA-2 (above 3$ kW) schedules be eliminate .. 

We have reviewed both the deci ion and the accompanying 
tariffs and find that Special conditio 5 of the PA-l schedule was 
altered consistent with the request b the Citrus Growers 
cooperative and the language of 0'.a.7 12-066 at page 355-. ' 

, 

Specifically, the Citrus Growers C perative,. the only party making' 
. I 

such a request at the time of hea ings in this proceeding:, asked· 
that the oft-peak credit provia n,ofSChedule PA-l (Special 
Condition No.5-) be reworded to 
summer months only.. The foll 

~ Condition No. S in response 

Comparable language was. added to Schedule PA-2 (Special 
Condition 10). ind that this l~nquaqe provides for the relief 
requested by the C'trus Growers cooperative and deseribe~ by the 

~ 
- 3· -
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If the California citrus MUtual 
improvement of Edison's agricultural schedules is require , 
encourage this orsanization to participate in the wor ps beinS 
held by Edison and ORA at the current time. The expr s purpose of 
these workshops, ordered in 0.87-12-066 at pase 364 is to, provide 
a forum in which the reasonins behind the adopted sricultural rate 
design can be explained and comments ~rom ratep ers in this class 

I 

can be solieited on possible ways to wfine tun W these sChedules. 
We believe that the California Citrus MUtual' comments in this 

, 

forum would be most valuable., We note tha the workshops have been " 
scheduled for March ~l, April 7, April 27, and April 28 in 
Lancaster" Visalia, Hemet, and Ventura ,. respectively .. 
Marginal Cost 

Two parties challensed ings in 0 .. 87-12-066 I related to 
I 

marsinal and. avoided. enersy costs - Edison and 'rURN.. Edison 
asserts that the Commission's:ad tion of ORA'S wQF In/Q~ Out* 
methodology for determinins the incremental energy rate (IER) used 
in the calculation of avoided nergy costs is not supported by 
*sUbstantial evidence. w At e outset, we note that such a *lcsal* 
assertion would have been re appropriately raised by Edison in a 

, 

petition for rehearing. n any event, however, we find that ' 
Edison's position is wi out merit. I 

upporting the adoption of DRA's method.olQSY 
and ultimately the I ot 9,775- Btu/kWh arc explicitly recited at' 
pages 206 through 2 9 of O.87~12-066 and need not be repeated here .. 
We note, however, 
no party, other 
calculation of 

at these reasons included'the basic taetthat 
an ORA, had presented lEFt'results tor the 

and avoided energy costs upon which 

- 4 -
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this COllU1lission coulcl rely _ We remincl Eclison that, i~ cliLecl 
with the adopted IER, it will have' a full opportunity t~litigate 
that number in the upcoming hearings in its current E~rgy Cost 
Adjustment Clause CECAC) proceeding, Application CA. 88-02-016. 

TURN's petition requests the updating- of arginal energy 
costs between general rate case~. In D.87-12-06 , we f~und that 
the complete relitig-ation in intervening ECAC ocee~ing-s of 
marginal cost structure and levels adopted in the general rate ease 
was inappropriate. It does seem reasonable however, to consider 
marginal energy costs in ECAC proceedings, because energy costs are 
based on fuel costs, which the ECAC proc edings are desiqned to. 
quantify. 

We appreciate the arquments de by TORN but ,.Jill not 
require a recalculation of marginal nergy costs prior to the 1989' 

. ", 

ECAC.. The main reason is our conc rn that there is just not, enough 
tim,~ in Edison's current 1988: E 
likely to arise. Sinee we are 
paYlllent requirements in the c 

to. litigate the issues that are 
'ready implementing new :Q? energy 

ent ECAC, we wish to. lilD!it Wherever: 
possible the scope of other 'ssues to. be addressed.. We do not 

I 

expeet marginal energy cos ,to, change significantly in :the" next 
year, and it they do, we n take appropriate action.. We also hope 
to have, for 1989, a l1!.or realistic plan in place to- pro:eess ECAC 
rate changes. With the necessary time available we can attend to 
this issue .. 

- 5 -
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Finally, although raised by no party to· thi proceedinq, 
the Commission wishes to take notice of a confl~1ct tween 
0.87-l2-066 and 0.87-05-060 in A.82-04-044, et al., the generie 
standard offer proceeding. In 0.87-12-066 at pa e 245, we stated 
as follows: ~e concur with Edison ••• that the ecord does not 
support the addition of a super-off-peak per for QFs on Edison's 
system at this. time." Despite this stateme , prior to the 
issuance of 0 .. &7-12-066, the Commission h in fact approved a 
fourth costin~ period (super off-peak) i conjunction with QF 

I 

payments. Specifieally, in 0.87-05-06 in A.8Z-04-044, et al., 
Edison had been directed to develop, a super off-peak period for 
qualifying facilities based on. the e principles adoPt~d for 
Paeific Gas and Electric company ( andE) in 0.86-12-09l. By 0.88-
03-026 in A.82-04-044, et al., E directed to tile 
its proposed costing periods by 

April 8, 1988:. 
Based on 0.87-05·-06 , it is clear that our statement in 

I D.87-12-066 was in error. : regret our lack of coordination with 
decisions in other proeeed'ngB, but also wish to register our 
additional disappointmen in Edison taking a position inithis 

- 6 -
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proceeding in direct conflict with a Commission order which 
already in effect. 0.87-12-066 will therefore be modi fie to 
reflect the adoption of a fourth costing period for qua tying 
facilities. 
Revenue Allocation 

In the petitions filed by both CLECA/CS IU, the 
parties ask the commission to clarify the extent to-which revenue 
allocation will be an issue in Edison's 1988 E C proceeding 
(A.88-02-016). According to CLECA/CSPc;., beca se of conflicts 
between the text and the finding'S and conel ions in 0.87-12-0&5, 

the extent to which the commission intende this issue to be heard· 
in Edison's 198tt ECAC is not clear. 

Specifically, CLECA/CSPG quo s 0.8:7-12-06& at:page 264 
as stating that W(fJor rate changes 0 curring between this rate 
case and Edison's 198:9 ECAC, the schedule chang'es should 
consider both the system average centage change (SAPCJ 
methodology and the phased-in'E (Equal Percent of Marginal Cost) 
methodology_ " CLECA/CSPG also tes that in the text,. Edison was 
further directed "to file prop sals using both methods and 
indicating the utility'S pre rred approach.'" (~.) I 

In contrast,. CLE -cspc;. states that Finding 302 and 
Conclusion 132 of D.87-12- 6&,provide that revenue changes between 
the general rate case an Edison's 198:9' ECACbe allocated on the 
basis of SAFC in order 0 maintain ~e rate relationship~ adopted 
in this. proceeding. CA/CSPG believes that to rely solely on 
SAPC for revenue all ation prior to the 1989 ECAC is in! 

Commission's stated policy to move toward a 
, 

1 location" for Edison. CLECA/CSPG the~efore asks 
that this findin and conclusion be modified to provide :for 

an EPMC revenue allocation in ,Edison's 198:8 ECAC 

r Edison proceeding involving a significant revenue 
. i 

o· the next general rate case • 

consideration 0 

and in any 0 

change prior 

- 7 -
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XU similarly notes the inconsistencies between th~text 
and findings of D.87-12-066 with respect to revenue alloc~ion 
prior to Edison's 1989 ECAC. XU cites, however, order~paragraph 
41 which, unlike the finding and conclusion, is consis~rit with the 
text of D.87-12-066 and directs Edison to- propose ra~ schedules 
showing changes by both EPMC and SAPC in proceedinq involving rate 
changes prior to Edison's 1989 ECAC .. 

IU, like CLECA/CSPG, believes that us 
methodology tor revenue changes is imperative or the Commission to 
Ineet its ultimate goal of a tull EPMC revenu allocation~for Edison 

I 

"as soon as possible." (D.87-12--066, at po. 62.) In a supplel!1ent 
to its petition for moditication, IU tu r asserts that the 
exhibits filed by Edison in its curre~nCAC (A.87-12-01~) make 
clear the importance of applying some r.m ot EPMC revenue 

I 

allocation in that proceeding. IU st es that Edison'$ showing , 
demonstrates that application'ot th SAPC revenue allocation moves 
rate relationships away from EPMC. XU there tore asks that the 

" application of some torm ot capp EPMC method be considered for 
revenue allocation in Edison's-SS ECAC proceeding .. 

In response to the titions of both CLECA/CS~ and XU, 
Edison asserts that the peti Contrary to 
the position of these part s, it is Edison's opinion that there 
are no inconsistencies 
as requiring a revenue 
ECAC, but with Edison 

, 

in .. 87-12-066.. Edison interprets the order 
location based on SAPC in Edison's 1988 

oviding an example ot'phased-in EPMC rate 
levels tor purposes 0 . comparison only. I 

Edison st es that it is concerned that litigation in-the, 
1988 ECAC of inter class revenue allocation,· which has just been 
addressed in the ate case, would likely delay an ECAC forecast 
decision .. Edis asserts that such a delay beyond the June 1,1988 

revision date ould adversely affect Edison .. 
, 

Wh' e it is always our hope to provide' only the clearest. 
directives' our orders, we agree with CLECA/CSPG and. ItT that that 
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goal was not achieved with respect to the revenue allocat'on to be 
undertaken in Edison's 1988 ECAC. Our intent in 0.87- -066 was in 
fact to require Edison to file proposals using ~oth 
phased-in EPMC methodology in its ECAC indicating i 
approach. (D.87-l2-066, at p. 264.) It was not r intent to

at only an SAPC 
Findinq 302' and 

prejudge that showinq, however, by prescribing 
methodology would be adopted. For this reason 
Conclusion l32 require modification. 

In making these modifications, we wish, however, to 
restate our intention not to· overburden E 
following the general rate case. In th 
correct in stating that in 0.87-l2-066- e 

son's ECAC immediately 
light, Edison is also 
sought to limit 

consideration of revenue allocation 
receiving and comparing illustratio 

Edison's 1988 ECAC to 
of the two types of revenue_ 

Edison's concern that the full allocation methodologies. 
relitiqation of revenue allocati 
delay a forecast'decision and u 

- issues in its current ECAC .could 
ecessarily require examination of' 

issues whiehhave only recentl been litigated in Edison's general' 
rate case. 

Onder these cir tances, parties to Edison's ECACwill· 
be permitted to comment 0 Edison's proposed-revenue allocations' 
and provide their own. il strations of an SAPC .and a phased-in EPMC 

allocation. ~he testim y, however, should not involv~ a re
examination of the rev ue allocation policies which the Commission 
announced in D.87-l2- 66. 

We similar: y reaffina our statements in D.87-12-066 that 
Ntbe consideration 
does not and shou 

t revenue alloCations issues in ECAC, however,: 
not include relitigationof the marginal cost 

15 adopted in- (the gener",l r",te' case). structure and le 
(D.87-1.2-066, a p-. 264.) Neither is it the appropriate forum for. 
considering 
rate design 
demand and 

design issues. In 0.87-12-066, we found that for 
ween general rate casesDRA's proposal to. increase 

tomer charges toward their EPMC relationships for 

- 9 -
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revenue requirement increases and the m.aintenance of those 
relationships for decreases was appropriate. (D.87-1~-066 

at pp. 380-381.) 
The need to reevaluate revenue allocation in dison's 

ECAC stems directly from our stated policy of aChiev g an EPMC 
revenue allocation for Edison was soon as possible. (D.87-12-066, 

at p.262.) We have also, recognized that Wto achi e our goal of 
full EPMC and ensure rate stability the adopted evenue allocation 
for the two years following the test year shou be ~ased on the 
circumstances existing at that time.* Obviously, such an 
evaluation cannot be made without the type illustrative showing 
that we have required Edison to make and 
comment. 

which other parties. may 

No such sim.ilar policy, howev , requires the re-
examination in Edison's. 1988 ECAC of ginal cost and rate'design 
which were exhaustively explored in t e general rate case. 
Especially given the number of ',issu which have been included for 
consideration, there is not enough ime from a procedural 
standpoint to consider such issue • 

We therefore advise pies who intend to participate in 
Edison's 1988 ECAC on the issu of revenue allocation that their 
testim.ony should be limited t ' proposect SAPCand phased-in EPMC 

revenue allocations as indi Because of the number of 
issues to be heard in the 
forecast phase of Edison' 
presentation of testimo 
limited. 

o weeks. of hearing scheduled for the 
ECAC' (May 23 to June 3.,. 1988) ,time for 

and cross-examination. may be extremely 

issue~, Edison also requests a minor 
modification to Con usion 129 whiCh provides that theS% cap' on 
the EPMC. revenue a oc:atioZ?- adopted in the' general rate case was to 
be applied to, Win eases over the system average percentage 
change.w (D.87- 2-066, at p. 441 • .) Edison state$- that for 

- 10 -
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consistency with the text of the decision and the actual revenue 
allocation approach adopted, this language should be c 
reflect that the adopted cap of 5% is based on incre es over 
present rate revenues. Edison is correct in reque ing this 
modification. The text (page 262), findings (Fi ing 297,298), 

and the adopted revenue allocation (page 272) i 0.87-l2-066 

reflect our intent to adopt a cap· over presen rate revenues. 
Conclusion l29 should therefore be modified ccordingly. 
Rate Design 

1'0' asks that the Commission del te portions of its 
discussion in 0.87-l2-066 to better ref ct IU's position on Too-a 
demand charges and to permit future prposals aimed at limiting 
demand charges to a certain percenta . of their EPMC level. XU 

states that the Commission improper y identified IU alone as 
suggesting that the '1'0'0'-8 demand arge should be set at less than 
EPMC. FUrther, despite the Comm' ssion's. acknowledgement that ro's 
proposal was designed to· mitig e adverse bill impacts in the short 
term, 1'0' asserts that such ac owledgement failed to iClentify ro's ' 
continued advocacy of oWtull, cost-based rates, demand charges 
included. oW (1'0' Petition, a p .• 3.) I'O' states that it raised a 
similar argument in its c 
this proceeding,. but tho 
in response. 

ent4 to the ALJ proposed decision in 

the Commission failed to change the order 

The reason our conclusion that no change was required 
in the ALJ proposed ecision based on 1'O'''s&ssertions was simple. 
In reviewing the la guage at paqe 3·2'0 of the decision, we did not 

er that a discrepancy existed in our recitation 
of ro's position nd the position which was' taken by the party 

during this pr eeding. This opinion remains unchanged with a 
second'review· f the order prompted by 1'O'''s petition. We als~·do 
not view the tatements contained at page 320 to be a Neritieis.mH 

ItT has contended. specifically, 0.8:7-12-066 

- 1.1. -
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IFWe do- not concur, however, with Edison's and 
PSO's compromise on 'ratcheting' of demand 
charges nor with the IU's suggestion of setting 
the demand charqe at less than EPMC. Neither 
o-f these recommendations aehieve our goal of 
providinq cost-based rates and ensurinq 
accurate price signals to the affeeted cus~mer 
qroup. While we understand that IU's proEOsal 
was intended solely as a temporary, /, 
transitional device to, mitigate adverse ate 
impacts, we believe, as explained belo , that 
the use of rate limiters is a more ap opriate 
means of achieving this goal. 1F (0 .. 8 -lZ-066, 
at p .• 320.) 

These sentences reflect that IU d'd recommend demand 
charges being set at less than EPMCand t the suqqestion was 
motivated by a desire to mitigate advers impacts. We have 
carefully read IU's petition for, modif' tion and find that our 
understanding of ro's position in th proceedinq was in fact 
~orrect. The facts that IU remains n advocate of cost-based rates' 
or that others in this pr~eeding ecommended similar adjustments 
of the demand charges do not re re the modification of these 
statements .. 

IU even asks in thi petition that language on page ~21 
of 0.87-12-066 be deleted to permit proposals aimed at developing 
demand charges at less tha their EPMC level in future rate eases. 
The language in question tates that Wwe also do not believe it is, 
appropriate to limitd nd charges to-,acertain percentage of 
their EPMC level. 1F 

( .. ) This statement is one of current 
Commission policy, 
future showings. 
adjusted demand c 

as such is not an absolute limitation on 
is certainly free to' renew its request for 

ges in upcoming pro~eedings. ro will be on 
notiee, however, based on the languaqe of 0·.87-12-066, of the 
Commission'S ent approach to· the issue .. 

lso states that the Commission has incorrectly 
e Weost-based- nature of newly adopted interruptible 

fact the sehedule reflects the value' of , 

- 12 -
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interruptibility to Edison. In using the phrase Wcost- asedW with 
respect to Schedule I-6, we did not intend that pbras to refer to 
cost et service, the meaning apparently ascribed to. is phrase by 
ro. Rather, our intent was to. refer to' the fact at the new 

I' 
interruptible schedule, as proposed by DRA, wou~ be based on 
marg~nal ces~ ~rinciples. We ~elieve.that our/recitation~ef the 
part1es' pos1t10ns and discuss10n of 1nterru~ible rates 1n 
D.87-12-066 read in their entirety at p;1aes 3 .. 2 7 threugh 338. make 
this distinctien clear. We do not believ , therefore, that any 
modification ef this language is require • 

In its petitien the Farm Bur u has requested 
modifications with respect to. certai features of the rate design 
adopted in D.87-12-066 for the agri ltural class. 

The Farm Bur u asserts that· Special Conditions 4 and S. 

et Schedule PA-2' whi refer to. contract demands. and minimum demand' 
charges create a wde fact.o. ratchet· en demand charges. The Farm 
Bureau believes this result contravenes the Commission's 
decision in 0.87- -066 not to. use ratchets in determining c1banc1 

charges. 
nguage o.f Special Conditions 4 and S. o.f Schedule . 

. by the Farm Bureau in itspetitien has been in 
effect for a umber o.f years, but was never an issue in this 
proceeding. since our review of that language reveals that these 
provisions could have a result similar 

- l3 -
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• to a ratchet, we wish to ac!c!ress this issue. We are rLt to 
make any changes to these conditions absent all part~ having the 
opportunity to be heard. Accordingly, we will sche~le tw~ days of 
hearings for June 13 and 14, 1988, in San Francis~, calitornia. 

The Farm Bureau asks that Edison's sc~ule PA-2 include 
a rate limiter tor wind machine maintenance. ~cordin9 to the Farm 

Bureau, the need to test wind machines for w~ter frost in the 
summer months requires a short time period ~ service tor which a 
high price would be paid. The Farm Bureawlturther asserts that 
such a change would be consistent with ~ rate design adopted tor 
PGandE in D.87-04-012 (at p. 7), would;provide the time needed for 
maintenance and repair, and would not e,nd an improper price signal 
to. the customer .. 

• 
It is our intention to. a ieve reasonable consistency in 

the agricultural rate designs tor andE and Edison. Often 
neighboring tarmers in ditferinq service territories find 
themselves receiving service er dissimilar terms.. We believe 
that the change requested by e Farm Bureau couJ:d be a reaso~le 
solution to a specific prob m and· would provide qreater , 
consistency between the ra estructures of Edison and PGandE. 

determine the form or 1 
set. Therefore, the F 

have the record in this proceeding to. 
el at which the rate limiter should be 

,Bureau, ORA, and Edison should prepare a 
list r spect to this rate limiter, annotated to show .. 
areas of agreement d disagreelnent. We will consider this list at: 
our June hearing.. opefully areas ot disagreement will be resolved.' 
prior to then, an have' a stipulated agreem.ent that we and.··' 

other parties c 

, .. ,1' 

- 14 -
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Finally, like the California 
Bureau takes ey.ception to the adopted distinction in th 

I 
agricul tural schedules between demand above and bel~W .s.:kW • In 
our original order, our goal was t~ provide rate des gn options to 
agricultural customers consistent with the needs a ~ usage 
characteristics of those customers and the statu / ry mandate of 
PUblic Utilities Code Section 744. We found in D.87-12-0&& at page 
362 that the Division of Ratepayer Advocates' (ORA) proposal met 
and exceeded these statutory and policy goal. Although upon 
review we are reassured that the present s~te of the record in 
this proceeding fully supports our adoP~i n in D.87-1Z-0&& of the 
distinction in demand levels between th PA-l and PA-Z schedules as' 
proposed by DRA, we are specifically onsidering possible 
modifications in this area in the se es of workshops we are 
holding with Edison and its Agricul ral customers. If 
modifications can be proposed in t e workshops that are consistent 
with these goals and improve the verall rate design we' will 
consider them. during the two·da s of hearing. 

In addition to items mentioned above, the hearing will 
also serve to receive testim y on the need for and level of 
revenue required for Edison 0 provide demand meters under thePA-Z 
schedule. In its petition tor modification, Edison has requested 

- 14a· -
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additional funds for demand meters for those custome s who will 
transfer to the PA-2 schedule under the rate desi adoptee! in 
D.87-12-066. Edison claims that this chan~e 
$2,000,000 in revenue. 

Like the rate limiter proposee! by e Farm Bureau, we 
have no record in this proceeding from whic to· determine the level 
of revenues required by Edison to provide emane! meters to its PA-2 
customers. To the extent that Edison i 
implementing the rate design that we e entually adopt, it is our 
responsibility to ensure that the f s required to put those 
schedules into effect be made avail le t~ the utility. For this 
reason, the issue of the funding vel required t~'provide demand 
meters for PA-2 customers will b included in the hearing. The 
parties are reminded, however, at this hearinq will be limited to 
two e!ays and that all prepare testimony must be served 10 days in 
advance. 

Related to the estion of funding meters is the 
scheduling of their inst lation.. Demand meters must be available ' 
to allow assignment to 
address scheduling at 

Interested parties should 
e hearing. Obviously, because the issue of 

mandatory assignment o schedules PA-1 and PA-2' and the funding for, 
demand meters will ve a critical impact on implementing the neW 
rate design, we wi delay the mandatory assignment provisions of 
PA-l and PA-2 unt after, a decision has been rendered., These 
schedules will s ill be in effect, but Edison shall tile an advice 

chose to rema' 
under 35 kW 

these tariffs t~ allow customers over ~s kW wh~ 
on the PA-1 schedule, and demand-metered customers 

o chose to· remain on the PA-2 schedule to do so until 
these issue are resolved. i 

his ,hearing will also be the forum tor one tinal issue 
raised by Edison. In Edison's petition, Edison expresses eoncern 
with. the '1'00-8 schedule requirement that customers served under . 

edule must have' 3 demands over 500 kW within a twelve-month 

- 15 -
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.. period. customers with 12 consecutive demands be10w 450 kW L 
be removed trom this schedule~ 0 ~ 

Prior to January 1, 1988, Edison states that ~tomers 
could elect to be on the rate or remain on the rate wijh demands 
under 4S0 kW. Over time, according to Edison these c6stomers 
became *trapped* on this rate because they could no£ meet the 12 

/ 
consecutive demands ot less than 4S0 leW to, leave e rate .. 

Edison therefore proposes in its peti ion that as of 
January 1, 1988, on a one-time basis, custome who have not had 3-

demands over SOO leW within the 12' months pr' r to that date shall 
be removed from the rate. Edison also not s that approximately 20 
customers who have demands below 500 leW have signed 5-year 

- lSa -
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~ interruptible contractual agreements. Edison states that ~ 
agreements are dependent on eligibility for Tou-a service. Edison 
suggests that provision be made for these customers tOe r main on 
the interruptible rate schedule and the TOO-S schedule ~or a period 
not to exceed five years from January 1, 1988. 

• 

While neither of these issues related to. ou-s 
eligibility were presented during hearings in th general rate 
case, both appear to demand our immediate atten ion. As Edison has 
correctly noted, it is our intent to place cu 
appropriate service schedule. n, both Qof Edison's 

the June hearinq.. Any proposals should therefore be considered 
response to these proposals can be made 

In addition to these changes ouqht by Edison, Edison's 
first and second petitions for modifi ations addressed several 
other rate design chanqes related t 0.8:7-12-066. 'l'hese additional . 
requested modifications are requir d to achieve consistency between 
the findinqs and the text of 0.8:7. 12-066 and between the- rate 
schedules appended to D .. 87-12-0 6 ande the decision itself. The 
followinq'modifications ed by Edison 
will therefore be made ieve this consistency: 

1. In its second pet tion for modification,. Edison 
seeks to- change ee of the time-Qof-use 

2. 

aqricultural se edules ('1'OU-ALMP-1, TOU-ALMP-2, 
and TOU-PA-1) o·ensure- the proper merqing of 
the winter on eak period and winter mid-peak 
period,. .' inst ad of the winter on-peak with the 
off-peak as rrently provided. This 
moclificati will be approved to achieve 
consisten with the Commission's decision at 
paqes 243 and 245 of D~8:7-12-066 to- merqethe 
winter 0 -peak and mid-peak costing periods in 
time-of se schedules. 

sistency with the discussion at paqe 324 
of D. 7-12~066, it.is necessary to modify 
Find nq 373 to reflect that the interruptible 
cre its under the TOtT-S schedule are to be 
a1 atec:l on an EPMC basis and not on an 
i ence basis as thatfindinq currently 
r ads ... 

- 16 -
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3. For consistency with the discussion at paqe 32 
of 0.87-12-066, Finding 374 should be modifie 
to reflect that by allocating the interrupti e 
credit on an EPMC basis, the ~Ot1-a voltage ate 
relationships are maintained and there is 0 
need to aliqn the primary and subtransm' sion 
voltage energy rates to· be equal as re ired by 
current Findinq 374. 

4. Edison has identified siK technica or 
typographical errors in certain 0 the rate 
schedules contained in Rate Appe Clix I o~ 
D.87-12-066. To correct these rrors the 
followinq modifications shoul be made: Ca) 
Paqe 9 of 'l'0t1-8 Average SUlIIXIl Rate Limiter and 
On-Peak Rate Limiter should read ~excludinq ••• 
surcbarqes, customer char s or minimum demand· 
charqes~ and include the anquaqe "'applies to 
tirm service customers ly'" consistent with 
page 352 otO.87-12-06. Cb) Page' 18-, Adopted 
Stanclby Rates, Specia Condition NO.6·, On-peak 
Rate Lfmiter, should e modified to read 
5-3.733, 66.199, 67. 0 c/kWh. Cc) page 23, 
Adopted Aqricultur Rates, Schedule 1'OtT-ALMP-1 
sUlIIXIler ott-peak r te should be modified to read 
$0.06008. Cd) age 24, Adopted Agricultural 
Rates, Schedule T0t1-PA-4 (qreater than 35- leW) 
summer on-pea rate should be modi tied to read 
$0.10936. (e Paqe 24, Adopted Agricultural 
Rates, Sched le TOt1-PA-SO~ summer on-peak, 
summer mid- eak, and winter ~id-peak rates 
should be oditiedto read $0 .. 08544,. $0.06201, 
and $0.06 9, respectively. (t) The lanquage 
of page , Adopted, Schedule PA-2, ott-peak 
credit ecial Condition which reads "'non
coinci nt demand ••• should be reduced by an 
off-p k credit'" should be modified to- read 
"'maxi um demand ••• should· be reduced by an off
peak credit"'. . 

5. Fi 11y, Edison notes that the voltage 
d· counts adopted' for Small and Medium Power 
R teG SChedule GS-2 were calculated' based on a,. 

ime-related summer demand charge ot $5.70 and 
non-tilne-related demand charge of $2:.60 .. 

Because the actual adopted summer demand charge 
was $8.30/kW, the percentages of the demand 
charqesupon which the voltage discounts are 
based should, be reduced to. 2 .. l percent for 
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2KV to SO KV and 4.9 percent for service 
delivered and metered at voltages over SO KV. 
This change would account for the difference 
between an $8.30/kW summer demand charge 
applicable to the voltage discount versus a 
$~.70/kW time related demand charge applicable 
to the voltage discount. 

Findings 0: Fact 
1. The purpose of this decision is to-resolve etitions for 

modification of 0.87-12-066 which seek changes in t at ,order 
related to marginal cost,. revenue allocation, and rate desiqn_ 

2. In addition to the changes requested 'the petitions, 
the commission must also consider changes nec sary to-resolve the 
conflict between 0.87-12-066- and'0.8-7-0S-060 issued in A .. 82-04-044,' 
et al., the generic standard offer proceed' g' relating to the 
costing periods to. be used for qualifyin facilities. 

3. The only petition which will ot be considered in this 
decision is that filed by Luz Enginee :ingdue to- continuing efforts 
by Edison and Luz to resolve the is e of the appropriate manner in 
which to. calculate avoided capaci cost .bonus payments to 
qualifying facilities. 

4. It is reasonable for dison and Luz to continue their 
efforts to find an equitable olutionto the 'issue raised by Luz 
and for Edison to report on ose ettortsor respond to- Luz's 
petition no later than Apr 1 lS, 1988. 

S. A letter writt by the california Citrus MUtual raised 
concerns regarding the~onsistency of Special Condition S of 
Edison's Schedule PA-lfwith 0.87-12-066· and the basis for the 
distinction in dema levels between Edison's PA-l and PA-2 
schedules. 

6-. A revie o·f 0.87-12-066 shows that the relief requested 
by the Citrus G wers Cooperative in this proceeding with regard to 
consistency 
Special Cond' 

been properly incorporated in the language' of 

- 18 -
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7. The question of modifications to the distinction in! 
~:lemand levels between the l?A-l and PA-2 sehedules oriqinal I 

proposed by DRA is more properly considered in the works ps 
ordered in 0.87-12-066. 

8. Any organization or individual who wishes provide 
input on any *fine tuninq* needed to the aqricultur. rate design 
adopted for Edison in 0.87-12-066 is encouraqed t participate in 
the workshops .. 

9. The Commission's adoption of DRA's for 
determininq the incremental energy rate eI used in the 
calculation of avoided energy costs was fu y supported by the 
record in this proceedinq as artieulated 
pages 206 throuqh 209 of 0'.87-12-066 an requires no modification. 

10. Neither the record· in this oceed'ing nor tindings 
similar to- those related t,o, the upda ing' of the IER: used in 
developing QF prices supports the vision, in,Edison's 19as. ECAC, 
of the marginal cost structure ad ted for Edison in 
0.87-12-066. 

11. Issues related tomaenergycosts will be 
considered fo~ inclusion in Eison's 1989 and subsequent ECACs as 
appropriate. / 

12. The presence of ~larqe' rate increase request by Edison 
in its current ECAC, i:1al ne not i a sufficient reason to relitiqate 
;marqinal cost structure n that proceeding especially when the 
issue has been so rec ly examined in this proceeding and the 
level of Edison's ECAJrequest will,undoUbtedly be closely 
scrutinized in upco~' 9' hearings. 

13. A contlic exists between 0.87-12-066 and 0.87-05-060 in " 
A.82-04-044, et al , the generic standard offer proceeding, related' 
to costing. periodJ tor qualifying- facilities. 

14 .. While e Commission found in 0,.~n-12-066 that Edison was, 
not dopt a super-off,-peak period for qualifying 
facilities at is time~ the commission had in fact already 
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approved a fourth costing period (super-off-peak) 
with QF payments in A.82-04-044, et al~ (0.87-05-060). 

15. By 0~SS-03-026 in A.82-04-044, et al., Edi 
been directed to file costing periods consistent w' 
by April S, 1988. 

16. Based on D~87-05-060, it is clear tha the Commission's 
statement in 0~87-12-066 failing to include a ourth costing period 
for qualifying facilities was in error and r ires modification 
consistent with 0~87-0S-060. 

17. CLECA/CSPG and IU have cited con l;cts within 0~a7-12-066 
as to the extent to which revenue alloca on! will be an issue in 
Edison's 1983 ECAC proceeding~ 1"t, 

18.. Due to- the Commission' s tment~o achieve an EPMC .. ' , 
revenue allocation for Edison Was s as possible,* it is 
reasonable to consider the issue of revenue allocation, to a 
limited deqree, in the ECAC proce ings preceding Edison's next 
~3'eneral rate case .. 

19. It is reasonable to r quire the parties to Edison's. 19ss. 

ECAC to limit their showings . revenue allocation to· illustrations 
of an SAPC and/or phased-in 
Edison's proposals without 
allocation polieies adopt 

C revenue allocation or comment on 
re-examination of the revenue 

in 0 .. 87-12-066. 

to modify Finding 302 and Conelusion 132', 
of 0.87-12-066 consiste t with the precedlngfindings. 

21. No policy si ilar.to- the' Commission's effort to move 
toward an EPMC reven allocation for Edison requires the 
relitigation of mar rate design in intervening ECAC 
and offset proceed ngs. 

22. In kee ing with the intent ot 0.87-12-066, ottset 
proceedings and dison's 1988 ECAC.will not be forums for 
reli tigation 0 the marginal cost I st,ructure' and rate design adopted 
in 0.87-12-06 , except that marginal customer costs will be 

considered r inclusion in Edison's 19S9 and 1990 ECACs. 

- 20 -
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23. Consistent with the text (pase 262), findinss 
(Findins 297, 298) and adopted revenue allocation (pa 272) in 
P.87-12-066, it is reasonable to modify Conclusion 1 9 to clarify 
that the S% cap on the EPMC revenue allocation ado 
0.87-12-066 was to, be applied to increases over esent rate 
revenues and not over the system average perce ge change. 

24. The recitation in D.87-12-066, of ro sposition in this 
proceed ins is an accurate statement of that sition and requires 
no modification. 

25-. The commission's statement at 
regarding the impropriety of limiting mand charses to a certain 
percentage of their EPMC level is a s atement of current Commission 
policy and, as such, does not limit' e ,proposals of' parties in 
future proceedings, but rather not ces those parties of the 
Commission's current approach'to e issue. 

26. The'phrase'cost~base ' as used, by the commission in 
,relation to the new 1-6, sched e refers not to; the schedule :being 
based on cost of service" b rather on marginal cost principles. 

27. The meaning ascr ed to'cost-based' above' is clear from. 
that portion of D.87-12-06 at pages 327 through ~3S when read in 
its entirety and as su that language requires no modification. 

28. It may be ap ropriateto modify the language of Special 
Conditions 4 and S 0 agricultural Schedule PA-2" questioned by the 
Farm Bureau as crea ins a 'de facto' ratchet on demand charges., 
but that language as never an issue in: this proceeding. Farm. 
Bureau can pursu its. requested Changes to- Special Conditions 4 and 
5 of the PA-2" s at the current agricultural workshops or at 
the hearing 0 and l4', 19'88'. 

29. d 

30. appropriate to adopt a rate limiter for wind 
under Edison',s PA-2' schedule prior to Edison's 
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. 

~ next qeneral rate case in order to provide consistency bet~n the 

• 

agricultural rate designs adopted tor PGandE and Edison if 
properly set, to provide the time needed tor maintenan repair 
at an appropriate rate level. 

31. Because of the absence of any record in 
tOo determine the form or level at which a rate li 
machine maintenance should be set" it 
'~o receive testimony on this issue. 

s proeeedinq 
ter for wind 
to gOo· to hearing 

32. Edison may incur an expense in prov'ding demand meters 
tor those customers who transfer to the PA- schedule. 

33. Because of ~e absence of any re ord in this proceeding 
to determine the amount of revenue requi d t~ provide the demand 
meters referenced in the above finCli,ng, it is necessary to incluCle 
the issue of the funding level req\lir to· provide those meters in 
the hearing to be scheCluled for JUne and 14" 198"8. ,I 

34. The following issues reqa dinq TOU-S eligibility require 
the Commission's ilnmediate attent" n: (1) the need to- reduce, on a, 
one-time basis, the number of d nds below 500 kW within a l2-
month period required tor a cus omer to be removed from the '1'OU-8 
schedule and the number otth e :reduced demands and (2) the length 
of '1'OU-8 eligibility to be p ovideClt~ those customers with S-year 
interruptible contractual a reements, but demands below SOOi kW .. 

3S. Because no reco currently exists in this proeeedinqto 
reselve the issues liste in the preceCling findinq, it" is necessary 
,to include these issues during the June hearing t~ ensure Edison 
service tOo customers der the most appropriate rate schedules. 

- 22"-
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36. It is reasonable to suspend implementation of e 
mandatory assiqnment provisions of sehedules PA-1 and ~-2 until 
further notice. ~ 

37. In order to ensure consistency between ~ findings and 
the text of 0.87-12-066 and between the rate sCh~les appended to 
0.87-12-066 and the decision itself, it is neceSSary to modify the 

- 22a -
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, " ~ 
-decision and rate appendices as requested by Edisoznnd s 
,explicitly listed in the text of this decision. 
Conely~i9ns o.f Law 

l. Consideration of the petition for modifi ation cf 
0.87-12-066 filed by Luz should be deferred unti~after April lS, 
1988, on whieh date Edison should file either ~report on the 
effo.rts cf the parties to. reach a solution to the issues raised by 
Luz cr, in the absence o.f an agreement, a r ponse by Edison to. 
Luz's petition. 

2. Organizations or individuals 
better understand the agricultural rat 
in D.8,7-12-066 should attend the wor 

s eking to. Nfine tuneN or 
design adopted for Edison 

ops scheduled tcr that 
purpose in March and April, 1988, i Edison's service territory. 

3. 'l'he text of 0.87-12-066 t, page 245 should be modified to. 
require Edison to develop _ costing period (super-off-peak) .. 
for qualifying facilities tent with D.,8,7-05-060 in 
A.82-04-044, et ala 

4. To. achieve consist cy with the text and intent o.f 
D.8.7-12-066" Finding 302 Conclusion 132, cf that decision should, 
be modified to. permit pa es to. present testimony on revenue 
allocation in Edison's 1 8. ECAC proceeding limited to 
illustrations of an SAP and/or phased-in EPMC revenue allocation 
,or comment on Edison's proposals in that proceeding_ 

S. Edison's i ervening ECAC and offset proceedings prior to.: 
its next general ra case should· not serve as forums for'the, 
relitigation o.f th marginal cost structure, rate design, or 
revenue allocatio po.licies adopted in, 0,.87-12-066. 

6. Conclu ion 129 of D.87-12-066 should be modified 
consistent with the text, findings" and adopted revenuealloeation 
in that decisi n to provide that theS% capon the adopted EPMC 
revenue alloc tion was to. be applied to- increases over present' rate '" 
revenues • 
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7. The following rate design issues should receive 
Commission attention prior to Edison~s next general rat (1) 
modification of Special Conditions 4 and 5 of Schedule ~-2 that 
might create a Nde-factoN ratchet on demand charges; (Z) the form 
and level at which a rate limiter for wind machine~aintenance 
should be set under PA-2; (3) possible removal 0?lthe mandatory 
provision~ based on capacity, for assiqnment t~jEdison's 
agricultural schedules, PA-l or PA-2: (4) the/evenue required for 
Edison to provide demand meters to its custoyrerswho transfer to 
the PA-2 schedule; (So) the need to reduce, In a one-time basis, the': I 
number of demands below SOO kW Withint: a month period required 
for a customer to be removed from the TO -8 schedule and the number' 
of those reduced demands; and (6} the ngth of TOU-8 eligibility :1 
to be provided to, those customers wi So-year interruptible 
contractual agreements, but demands low 500 kW. 

8. In the absence of a reco in this proceeding to address 
the above issues, a hearing' shoul tie held on June 13 and 14,1988, 
in San Francisco', California, to consider those issues • 

9. The implementation 0 the mandatory reassignment of 
Edison's aqricul tural custome to PA-l or PA-2" ~ depending on· 
capacity, should be suspende • 

10. In order to ensur. con&isteneytletween the findings and 
the text of 0.87-12-077 a between the rate schedules appended to-
0.87-12-066 and the- deci ion itself~ the modifications to 

·'0.87-12-066 and Appendi I~ requested by Edison and reviewed and 
. approved in the text 0 this decision, should be adopted. 
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2....R....:D E R 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. Decision 87-12-066 shall :be modified. as follows: 

a. Lines 23 through 27 of paqe 24 shall 
:be deleted and shall be repla d by the 
following lanquage: wConsis ntwith 
0.87-05-060 in A.S2-04-044, tal., the 
qeneric standard offer pro edinq, we also 
direet Edison to· develop fourth costing 
period (super-off-peak)-,orqualifyinq 
facilities~ In develop~q this costinq 
period, Edison should ~llow the dictates 
o·t the relevant ord..7r issued in 
A.S2-04-044, et al. w 

I 
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b. 

c.· 

Finding 302 shall be deleted and shall be 
replaced by the following: W302. For rate 
changes occurring between this rate case 
and Edison's 1989 ECAC, it is reasonable to 
consider the issue of revenue allocation 
limited to illustrations of an SAPC 
methodology and the phased-in EPMC 
methodology with Edison filing proposaJ.tS 
usin~ both methods and indicatingz th 
uti11ty's preferred approach. w 

Finding' 302a shall be added as fol ows: 
w302a. To· ensure the continued m e toward 
an EPMC revenue allocation for Eison, it 
is reasonable to· identify in Ed'son's 1989 
and 1990 ECAC proceedings the evenue 
allocation to be applied to i tervening 
offset tilings madE! after ea of these 
proceeding'S." 

d. Finding 373 shall be dele ed and shall be 
replaced by the fo~lowin: w373. In 
developing 'I'0'C1-8- r~ltes, it is reasonable to 
allocate the interrupt ble credits on an 
EPMC,. rather than lLn ncurrence,. basis .. '" 

e.. Finding 374 shall b deleted and shall be 
replaced by the tolt.lowing: "'374. 
Allocating the intr'erruptible credits on an 
EPMC basis. prese:r1Vcs. the appropriate 
relationships b~w(~en. the rates tor 'l'0t1-S: 
secondary,. TOt1- primary, and '1'0'0'-8-
subtransmissi w 

f. 

g. 

Conclusion 1 9 shall, be deleted and shall 
be replaced y the following: "'129. A 
revenue allocation based on an Equal 
Percent ot! Marqinal Cost (EPMC) approach 
should ~adopte~ ~ased.on moving 1/3 ot. 
the way ;t.o EPMC :Ln: the test year 1988, Wl. th 
a cap-,lfor all eust.~xner and rate groups of 
5%. on 'ncreases ov.er present, rate 
reven es. W 

/ 
Conc1usion 132 shall be deleted and shall 
be ft,-eplaced' by the following: "'132. For 
rate changes occurring between this. rate 
case and Edison's 1989' ECAC, the issue of 
'evenue allocation should be considered, 
limited to illustr.ations. of an SAPC 
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h. 

methodology and the phased-in EPMC 
methodology with Edison filing proposals 
usin~ both methods and indicating the 
uti11ty's preferred approach. N 

Conclusion 132a shall be added as 
follows: N132a. '1'hja Commission should 
determine in Edison's 1989 and 1990 E C 
proceedings the revenue allocation t be 
applied to intervening offset filingi made 
after each of tho~e proceedings. N 

2. Appendix I of Decision 87-12-066 
follows: 

a. Paqe 6, Small and Medium Powe Rates 
Schedules GS-2, Special Con tion No. S, 
Voltage Discount, the vol e discounts 
applicable to summer demand charges shall 
be modified to read (1) '/.1 percent for 
service delivered and m~eredat voltages 
from 2 1W to SO lW' and/( 2) 4.9 percent for 
service delivered and etered at voltages 
over 50 'If'N. 

b. 

c. 

d.. 

e. 

Page 9, '1'OU-8, e Summer Rate Limiter 
and On-Peak Rate miter shall be modified 
to· read Nexcl~ui , ••• surcharges, customer 
charges or min ' demand charges· (instead 
of • ••• surchar s or facilities chargesN) 
and shall als include the provision 
Napplies to ~r.m. service customers only·. 

Page 18, St/.ndbY Rates, Special Condition 
No. 6, on~eak Rate' Limiter Shall be 
modified o'provide S3.733, 66.199, 67.480 
c/kWh, i, stead of 52'.051, 64.127 , 65.3&7 
c/kWh. / 

Page ~, Agricultural Rates, Schedule '1'00-
ALMP..,1 summer off-peak rate shall be. 
mod:i,tied to read $0.06008, instead of 
$0/9972 • , 

P~ge 23, Agricultural Rates, Schedules TOU
XLMP-l,. 'l'OU-ALMP-2,:;;and 'l'OO-PA~l shall be 
oditied to provide for the merging of 

winter on-peak andl mid-peak rates and to 
provide for the following winter mid-peak 

,". 
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f. 

9· 

and ott-peak rates in $/kWh: 8.619 mid
peak and S.~30 ott-peak for TOU-PA-1: 8.479 
~id-peak and 6.233 ott-peak for TOU-ALMP-l 
and. 18.963 mid-peal'~ and 6-.622 off-peak fo 
TOU-ALMP-2. These schedules shall also 
modified to provide as tollows: II'Time 
Periods are revised by adding Mid-Pea 
hours of S:OO p.m. to 9:00 p.m., win~r 
weekdays, except holidays, to Sched~e Nos. 
TOU-ALMP-1 and TOU-ALMP-2, and. 8:0 a.m. to· 
9:00 p.m., winter weekdays, excep holidays 
to' Schedule No. TOO'-PA-1.II' 

Pages 24, Agricultural Rates, chedule TOU
PA 4 (greater than lS kW) s er on-peak 
rate shall be modified to- r d $0.10936-, 
instead of $0 .. 1193&. 

Page 24, Agricultural Ra Schedule TOU-
PA-SOP summer on-peak r e shall be 
modified to read $0.08 ~4, summer mid-peak 
rate shall be modifie to-read $0.06201, 
and winter mid-peak te shall be modified 
to- read $0.:06-379',' i tead of $0.08219, 
$0.05969, and $0.0 40, respectively. 

h. PA-2, ott-Peak Credit 
Special Condi ti . shall be modified to- read 
II'maximum deman ••• should· be reduced by an 
off-peak cred' II' instead ot II'non-~oincident 
demand ••• sho 0. be reduced by an off-peak 
credit." 

3. Within 20 days of theeftective date of this order, 
Southern California Edi on Company (Edison) shall file, by advice 
letter, revised tarif sheets rElflecting the modifications of 
0.87-12-066 and Appe ~ix I of that decision adopted in this order. 

4. Considera ion of the petition tor, modification of 
0.87-12-066 filed y Luz Engineering (LUz) shall be deferred until 
after April 150, 88, on whiCh elate Edison shall tile either a 
report on the e torts of the parties to reach a solution to- the 
issues raised y Luz in its petition or, ,in the absence of an 
agreement, a by Edison to-·Luz"s petition. 
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s. Edison's intervening ECAC and offset proceed' g5 
occurring prior to its ne~~ general rate case shall 
forums for the relitigation of the marginal cost s 
design, or revenue al~ocation policies adopted i 

&. A hearing shall be held at 10:00 a.m. 
1988, in the Commission Courtroom, in San Fr isco, california, 
for the purposes of receiving testimony limi ed to' the following 
issues: (1: 'the level at which a rate lim er for wind machine 
maintenance should be set under Edison'S qrieultural schedule, 
PA-2; (2) the revenue required for Edis n to provide demand meters 
to its customers who will be transfe d to the PA-2 schedule under 
the rate design adopted in 0.87-12-0 6; (3) the need to reduce,. on 
a one-time basis, the number of d cis below 500 kW within a 12-
month period required for a eusto er to· ,be removed from the 'rOO-a. 
schedule and the number of thos reduced deman4s~ and (4) the 
length of 'rOtT-a eliqibility to e provided to those' cus~omers with 
5-year interruptible ,contract al aqreement~,. 'but demands ~low 500 
kW. Prepared testimony sha· be, served on parties to this 
proceeding at least ten da s in advance of hearing. 

7. ise granted in this order,. the petitions 
for modification are de 

'rhis order today. 
Dated _.--IC¥.Iu......It....IoO~~ ___ , at San Francisco, california. 
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